
Colorado Humanities is publishing a 72-page 
anthology titled Still Coming Home: Denver 
Veterans Writing that collects writing by local 
military veterans created in workshops this last 
year. Would you like to partner with us to offer a 
series of three conversations in fall 2018 or winter/
spring 2019 focused on the veterans’ writing and 
the experience of war in your community? 

Colorado Humanities will provide 

Facilitators of conversations chosen from local 

professionals trained in process facilitation and able to 

conduct difficult or courageous conversations about 

the experience of war with participants who hold widely 

differing, and often emotionally charged, views

Scheduling of appearances by Denver veterans 

who wrote work in the anthology

Copies of Still Coming Home: Denver Veterans 
Writing for you to give to participants.

 

Partner hosts will provide 
A quiet venue suitable for respectful and deep conversation 

Marketing and outreach support to help 

attract participants to the conversations.

Rationale and Background
Colorado Humanities believes that amplifying voices of those 

who have experienced conflict as military veterans and engaging 

them in conversations with nonmilitary community members 

is one way we can help veterans who struggle to integrate in 

their home communities when they return from deployment. 

We are pleased to begin planning the Denver community 

conversation phase of our Arts in Society award-winning 

project, funded by Bonfils-Stanton Foundation, Colorado 

Creative Industries, and Hemera Foundation and in partnership 

with RedLine Contemporary Art Center through their Arts in 

Society program. We have completed the workshop phase, are 

publishing the book now, and we look forward to working with 

you and other potential hosts of conversations in Denver metro 

communities to design a program that best serves your needs.

Host Community 
Conversations About 
the Experience of War

For more information, contact 

Colorado Humanities Veterans Writing Program Coordinator Bess Maher 
bess@coloradohumanities.org • 303.894.7951 x19
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